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Abstract—This paper presents the ongoing research effort related 

to the design of the Data Management Infrastructure (DMI) to 

support experimental research on digital technologies with appli-

cation to the ESFRI SLICES scientific instrument. We consider 

the experiment documentation and data collection across the 

whole continuum of access network, IoT, edge, cloud, and data 

processing workflow. The paper includes the requirements analy-

sis for DMI to enable research reproducibility of complex and 

large-scale experimentation. We provide an analysis of data col-

lected and processed in SLICES and explain approaches and solu-

tions used in SLICES for experimental research reproducibility, 

primarily based on the plain orchestration service and supported 

by metadata collection tools. The proposed multi-layer DMI in-

cludes: data (storage) access, data processing, data ingest, experi-

ment management, and virtual research environment. The paper 

also provides recommendations for the selection of existing stand-

ards and tools for data and metadata management, in particular 

those developed by EOSC and supported by the RDA community 

to ensure wide compatibility and integration. 

Keywords—Experimental Research Reproducibility, Experi-

mental Data Management Infrastructure, FAIR data principles, 

Metadata management, SLICES Research Infrastructure. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wider adoption of Open Science requires a modern research 

infrastructure and scientists to pay more attention to consistent 

data management in order to support effective data sharing and 

communication between researchers [1]. Introducing FAIR data 

principles and ongoing development and implementation of sup-

porting standards, frameworks, and tools in recent years, signif-

icantly improved the possibility for sharing research data and re-

search results, targeting research reproducibility, sharing data, or 

other publishable research results via the popular Open Access 

or self-archiving services OpenAIRE [2] and Zenodo [3]. The 

European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) [4] provides the feder-

ated data sharing infrastructure. Recent developments such as 

RO Crate [5, 6] have the potential of supporting complex re-

search objects and their evolution. This is especially important 

for experimental research reproducibility that requires docu-

menting a large volume of information related to the experiment 

setup, workflow, input data, and measurement data [7].  

SLICES Research Infrastructure (SLICES-RI) [8] is dedi-

cated to experimental research on new digital infrastructure tech-

nologies that power modern data driven science, which fast de-

velopment requires continuous experimentation to acquire prac-

tical knowledge, gain experience and develop design patterns. 

This paper is focused on the definition and design approach of 

the SLICES Data Management Infrastructure (DMI) to support 

experimental studies on digital infrastructure technologies. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides infor-

mation about EOSC and important projects supporting new ad-

vanced features for FAIR data sharing and metadata manage-

ment. Section III introduces the SLICES-RI and describes data 

management aspects for experimental research reproducibility. 

Section IV describes the experimental data lifecycle stages, key 

requirements of the DMI, and the proposed DMI architecture. 

Section V describes the metadata required for the SLICES infra-

structure and experiment description to ensure experiment repro-

ducibility. Section VI provides information about the ongoing 

implementation of the experiment reproducibility with the plain 

orchestration service (pos). Section VII discusses which EOSC 

tools and services can be used in SLICES to support metadata 

management and research reproducibility. The paper concludes 

with a summary and recommendations for future research in 

Section VIII. 

II. EOSC AND FAIR DATA MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

EOSC is an initiative and programme by the European Union to 

provide European researchers, innovators, and citizens with a 

federated and open multi-disciplinary environment where they 

can publish, find and re-use data, tools and services for research, 

innovation, and educational purposes. The EOSC Strategic Re-

search and Innovation Agenda  provided a roadmap to achieve 

the EOSC vision and objectives, namely to deliver an opera-

tional “Web of FAIR data and services” for science [9]. The 

EOSC Portal includes the Marketplace and Catalog of services 

and resources that are offered by European research institutions 

which can be used by other projects and researchers [10].  

New EOSC projects contribute to creating a foundation for 

research data interoperability and implementation of the FAIR 

data principles. In particular, the FAIRCORE4EOSC project 



[11] develops a set of important tools for consistent FAIR imple-

mentation and data and metadata management, of which the 

EOSC Metadata Schema and Crosswalk Registry (MSCR) ad-

dresses publication, discovery, and access of metadata schemas 

and provide functions to operationalize metadata conversions. 

The RELIANCE project [12] extends the Research Object 

(RO) with FAIR compliance for the Research Lifecycle Man-

agement. ROHub is a service by RELIANCE for the storage, 

lifecycle management, and preservation of scientific research, 

campaigns via research objects [13].  

RO-Crate provides a framework for packaging research 

products into FAIR Research Objects to make them discovera-

ble, executable, reproducible [6, 14]. RO-Crate provides a 

metadata schema and a packaging structure for typical research 

products such as workflows, software, models, presentations, ar-

ticles, and data, which makes RO-and RO-Crate directly appli-

cable for SLICES purposes [8]. 

III. SLICES-RI AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA MANAGEMENT 

A. SLICES Research Infrastructure  

The Scientific Large-scale Infrastructure for Computing/ 

Communication Experimental Studies (SLICES) [8] is a distrib-

uted Digital Infrastructure designed to support large-scale exper-

imental research focused on networking protocols, radio tech-

nologies, services, data collection, parallel and distributed com-

puting and, in particular, cloud and edge-based computing archi-

tectures and services. This encompasses the full range of net-

work, computing, and storage functions required for on-demand 

services across many verticals and addresses new complex re-

search challenges, supporting disruptive science in IoT, net-

works and distributed systems. SLICES will integrate multiple 

experimental facilities and testbeds operated by partners, provid-

ing a common services access and integration platform. SLICES 

will allow academics and industry to experiment and test the 

spectrum of digital technologies whereby the computing, net-

work, storage, and IoT resources can be combined to design, ex-

periment, operate, and automate the full research lifecycle.  

B. Experiment Reproducibility as a Service in SLICES 

SLICES will support experimental research reproducibility 

as one of the core principles of Open Science. The primary focus 

will be on the repeatability and reproducibility with the future 

support of replicability and shared distributed experiments or-

chestration [7]. Reproducibility of experimental research im-

poses additional requirements on the reproducible experiment 

setup, including resource provisioning, experiment environment 

setup, and experiment and data lifecycle management. The fol-

lowing aspects will be addressed: 

• Documenting all relevant parameters and environment for 

experiments, 

• Automate the documentation of experiments; a well-struc-

tured experiment workflow may serve as documentation. 

Offering Experimental Research Reproducibility as a Ser-

vice (ERRaaS) will be beneficial to the research community by:  

• Reducing the amount of work for experimenters to create 

reproducible experiments, 

• Diminishing the load for other researchers to recreate and 

re-run experiments, 

• Decreasing the overall energy consumption and environ-

mental impact of large-scale and complex experiments 

• Automating the entire experiment (setup, execution, evalu-

ation), including energy optimization. 

Making reproducibility an integral part of the experiment de-

sign will serve another purpose of documenting infrastructure 

design and usage patterns that can be re-used by other RIs in-

tending to use new DI technologies in their research.  

C. Support of FAIR Data principles in SLICES 

FAIR data management principles [15] are realized primarily 

via consistent metadata definition and management for research 

data constituting the research outcomes. FAIR principles are cur-

rently extended for all research products, digital objects, and 

software [16].  

FAIR implementation requires complex infrastructure ser-

vices to support data storage, search, access, and processing. The 

following lists the required infrastructure services to support cor-

responding FAIR principles: 

Findability is supported via metadata publication and discovery: 

• Metadata registries and discovery infrastructure  

• PID (Persistent IDentifier) and handles infrastructure 

Accessibility requires a complex set of services: 

• Repositories and data storage, supporting open data access 

protocols and APIs 

• Access and usage policies, supporting data sovereignty 

• Data protection, compliance, privacy, and GDPR 

Interoperability is ensured by well-defined and open: 

• Standard data formats and metadata schema registration 

• FAIR maturity levels and certification 

Reusability requires full documentation of the data origin and 

research reproducibility: 

• Metadata, PID, and API linked or embedded into datasets 

• Research workflow and/or experiment description 

• Data provenance and lineage 

The following sections explain how these requirements are im-

plemented in the SLICES DMI.  

IV. SLICES DATA MANAGEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE  

A. Experimental Data Management stages 

Management of experimental data is a key aspect of 

SLICES-RI, and it includes several services that must support all 

stages of the experimental data lifecycle. As illustrated in Figure 

1, SLICES-RI will operate distributed federated Data Storage 

and Management Infrastructure to support activities typical for 

experimental research, such as experiment planning and deploy-

ment (as explained in the previous sections), the discovery of 

data from internal data archives and external sources and data 

publication.  

 

Figure 1– SLICES Data Management stages and supporting infrastructure. 



SLICES DMI establishes policy for data governance and 

management, including data security and quality assurance (data 

curation), that are supported by corresponding infrastructure 

tools. Figure 1 illustrates stages and activities where the FAIR-

compliant metadata must be applied. 

Each data lifecycle stage, i.e., experiment setup, data collec-

tion, data analysis, and finally, data archiving, typically works 

with its own datasets, which are linked and their transformation 

must be recorded in the process that is called lineage (which can 

also be extended to provenance for complex linked scientific 

data). All staged datasets need to be stored and possibly re-used 

in later processes.  

Many experiments may require already existing datasets that 

will be available in the SLICES data repositories or can be ob-

tained/discovered in EOSC data repositories as illustrated by 

links to EOSC data services. 

B. Requirements to support the experimental data 

management  

Data Management is an essential component of the SLICES-

RI infrastructure that includes data collection from experiments 

(including experiment description and measurement data), data 

storage, data preparation, data lineage and quality assurance, 

data publication, and data sharing.  

The following are requirements for SLICES DMI for exper-

imental data issued from best practices and use cases analysis in 

the SLICES-DS project [8, 25]: 

RDM1. Distributed data storage and experimental data(set) re-

positories should support common data and metadata interoper-

ability standards, in particular, common data and metadata for-

mats. Outsourcing of data storage to the cloud must be protected 

with appropriate access control and compliant with the SLICES 

Data Management policies.  

RDM2. SLICES DMI should support the whole research data 

lifecycle. It should provide interfaces to experiment workflow 

and staging. 

RDM3. SLICES DMI shall provide PID (Persistent IDentifier) 

and FDO (FAIR Digital Object) registration and resolution ser-

vices to support linked data and data discovery that should be 

integrated with EOSC services. 

RDM4. SLICES DMI must support (trusted) data exchange and 

transfer protocols that allow policy-based access control to com-

ply with the data protection regulations. 

RDM5. SLICES DMI must enforce user and application access 

control and identity management policies adopted by the 

SLICES community that can be potentially federated with the 

EOSC Federated AAI. 

RDM6. Procedures and policies must be implemented for data 

curation and quality assurance. 

RDM7. Certification of data and metadata repositories should be 

considered at some maturity level following certification and 

maturity recommendations by RDA. 

SLICES DMI will be designed in such a way that would al-

low integration with the EOSC federated data infrastructure and 

services to allow a hybrid data management infrastructure that 

may include both its own data storage, as part of the private 

cloud, and external data storage offered by EOSC and EGI [17] 

communities. The use of public cloud storage and file sharing 

services will be regulated by data management policies. 

C. SLICES DMI Architecture 

The consistent definition of DMI will impose specific re-

quirements to the SLICES Reference Architecture and will re-

quire the implementation of special services to support data col-

lection, data management, and data sharing at all functional lay-

ers of the SLICES infrastructure. 

DMI creation will have a staged process starting with the bot-

tom-up data and metadata services integration with the existing 

SLICES testbeds and experimental sites, delivering a Minimum 

Viable Product (MVP). DMI will follow the SLICES-RI evolu-

tion and incorporate new data and metadata tools development, 

primarily coordinated and facilitated by EOSC. The long-term 

vision for DMI should incorporate all these factors by adopting 

a sustainable architecture design principles.  

 
Figure 2. Architecture of the SLICES Data Management Infrastructure 

DMI Architecture definition includes hierarchical service 

layers (allowing horizontal and vertical composition and integra-

tion) and cross-layer services defined as planes. Such architec-

ture definition allows separating data management and govern-

ance functions, concerns, and actors/roles. The following layers 

and planes are defined: 

Layer 5 – Virtual Research Environment (VRE) and researcher 

portal or dashboard. 

Layer 4 - Experiment  configuration and management. 

Layer 3 - Experimental data collection/recording that applies  

data models and metadata for experimental data. 

Layer 2 - Data processing that performs data analysis, allows 

ML models building for processes and systems-under-test, and 

ensures the computation workflow scalability and portability. 

Layer 1 - Data Storage, Archiving, Exchange that represents the 

physical or virtual infrastructure resources for data or metadata 

storage, archiving and publication. This layer supports FAIR 

Digital Object (FDO), PID registries and gateway/proxy. 

The Data Management Plane includes Data Management 

Services and Tools that can be used by each of the DMI layers:  

• Data Management Plan and Data Quality Assurance, FAIR 

compliance, 

• Metadata registries and tools, 

• Data Governance Policy, Data Security, GDPR compliance. 

VRE and user portal may benefit from implementing the 

Platform RI as a Service (PRIaaS) architecture that is compliant 

with the TeleManagement Forum Digital Platform Reference 

Architecture for telecom system [18]. 



V. METADATA TO DESCRIBE INFRASTRUCTURE AND 

EXPERIMENTS 

A. General Metadata Definition and Services 

Metadata are an important component of DMI that provide a 

basis for services interoperability, experimental research repro-

ducibility, effective data sharing and discovery. Effective and 

consistent metadata management is the foundation of the FAIR 

data principles implementation. All data are defined by the data 

models, metadata, data formats and data types. Metadata are de-

fined as part of the data model. 

For SLICES as a RI for experimental studies in digital tech-

nologies and ICT, metadata includes three main areas:  

• General services description: metadata profiles and 

metadata will be used for publishing SLICES services in 

EOSC Catalog and the SLICES services catalog.  

• Description of data collected, produced and handled in 

SLICES-RI that include experimental data, staged/pro-

cessed data, archival data, publications, reports, and man-

agement data. Additional data categorization is required.  

• Experiment description that includes all necessary infor-

mation for experiment reproducibility and deployment. 

Two other categories of metadata may be required to support 

SLICES experiments include: 

• Infrastructure descriptions that are required for infrastruc-

ture management and monitoring (network devices, net-

work traffic, status and events). This type of metadata is 

well supported by existing network and service manage-

ment standards (SNMP MIB-II, DMTF CIM and CIMI) 

• Metadata for data processing and lineage, in particular, for 

data used in ML and AI processes. 

Defining domain-specific metadata requires the definition of 

the metadata schema and namespaces that create a basis for 

unique metadata elements identification and consequently dis-

covery, sharing and integration.  

B. Experiment Description and Metadata 

The experiment description and corresponding metadata 

must ensure experiment reproducibility and FAIR-compliant ex-

perimental data sharing. 

The following data types and metadata are considered as es-

sential for consistent experiment description: 

• Experiment abstract model with parameters, input variables 

and variables under test (defined at the beginning), 

• Experiment setup/infrastructure, including network equip-

ment and the network topology, including VMs/containers, 

that should cover hardware, firmware, and software, 

• Configuration of all infrastructure components, deployment 

sequence (presumably in the form of Ansible playbooks, 

Terraform plans, or Jupyter Notebooks), 

• Test generators, measurement equipment and sensors (and 

corresponding infrastructure points), including specification 

of the generated traffic and its patterns, 

• Experiment workflow (the usage of pos ensures reproduci-

bility of experiment workflow), 

• Data ingest process, data preprocessing and assessment, 

• APIs for experiment setup, monitoring, and data collection.  

• Data models and metadata must be defined for all types of 

data describing the experiment.  

C. SLICES Metadata Profile and Metadata Registry Service 

The SLICES general metadata profile has been defined in the 

SLICES-DS project (refer to SLICES-DS Deliverables D4.3 

[19] and D4.5 [20]) and includes different element categories: (i) 

general, (ii) type-specific, and (iii) domain-specific, to meet 

FAIR compliance, services interoperability, and experimental 

research reproducibility. It defines a metadata structure for doc-

umentation, access and reuse of any digital object managed by 

DMI, such as data, services, and experiments.  

The general category includes human- and machine-reada-

ble domain-agnostic elements to facilitate discovery (e.g., per-

sistent identifier, name, creator) and access of any type of digital 

object. Discovery is enabled through the Metadata Registry Sys-

tem (MRS) catalogue, where all digital objects are registered. 

This enables SLICES to publish any compatible object to other 

catalogues, such as EOSC, using appropriate metadata adaptors.  

The type-specific category includes metadata describing en-

tities present in and constituting the SLICES infrastructure.  This 

is necessary to describe complex experimental setups, which 

may involve multiple, heterogeneous, and geo-diverse equip-

ment distributed over multiple sites and testbeds. The domain-

specific category includes the metadata describing entities from 

the type-specific category. 

VI. EXPERIMENT AUTOMATION AND REPRODUCIBILITY  

A. Tools for Experiment Control and Lifecycle Management 

In this section, we refer to popular experiment control and 

workflow management frameworks and tools. A more detailed 

review is provided in the authors’ paper [7]. 

Multiple projects built and operated frameworks for research 

on networking, IoT, and distributed computing, such as 

Fed4FIRE [21], OneLab (EU) [22], Planetlab (global) [23], or 

GENI [24] mainly focusing on resource allocation for experi-

ments. There are also more high-level approaches to defining 

and execute portable experiment workflows, such as OMF [25] 

or NEPI [26].  

GitHub’s functionality for version control and sharing code 

[27] can be used for managing scientific code and data, and for 

running experiments and processing experimental data. GitHub 

tools are often combined with the infrastructure deployment us-

ing Ansible playbooks [28] or Terraform plans [29]. 

Jupyter Notebooks [30] are widely used for data analysis and 

reporting. Recent developments target the full scientific research 

cycle, including experiment development and exploration. Jupy-

ter Notebooks were used in the Fed4FIRE+ project by several 

testbeds to offer reproducible experiments.  

The Chameleon cloud platform [31] is a large-scale experi-

mental platform supporting experimental workflows for com-

puter science research. The Chameleon experimental workflow 

uses Jupyter Notebooks and includes stages related to resource 

discovery, allocation, dynamic configuration, orchestration, and 

monitoring. The library of orchestration templates and images is 

available on the Chameleon website [32]. 

Higher level experiment workflow definition and cross-plat-

form portability can be achieved using the popular Common 

Workflow Language (CWL) [33]. CWL describes 



computational workflows and needs a so-called runner to exe-

cute them. A reference implementation of such a runner is 

cwltool [34], however, several workflow management systems 

implement CWL support, e.g., Apache Airflow [37] or Stream-

Flow [36]. The Galaxy workflow management system [36] is 

popular among the research community and maintains a reposi-

tory of scientific workflows. 

B. Plain orchestrating service (pos)  

SLICES will use the pos controller [38, 39] to provide a basis for 

developing an experiment management platform. Therefore, we 

plan to extend pos to support an experiment workflow definition 

and experimental data documentation in a FAIR compliant way. 

A key feature of pos is the creation of reproducible experi-

ments. Pos ensures that experiment nodes always boot into the 

same, well-defined state. Additionally, testbed users are required 

to automate the entire experiment workflow. Both the automa-

tion and the well-defined starting point are enforced by the pos 

framework, ensuring the creation of reproducible experiments. 

Reproducibility is a core part of the experiment design; hence, 

we call this property reproducibility by design. 

Pos consists of two components: (1) a testbed controller and 

(2) a framework to express experiment workflows. The testbed 

controller provides basic functions to manage resources, such as 

user authentication, reservation of resources, and configuration 

of the allocated resources. The experiment workflow manages 

the actual execution of experiments including steps such as the 

experiment-specific configuration of experiment nodes, the syn-

chronization of the workflow between different experiment 

nodes, or the execution of the actual measurements. Other frame-

works, focus on one of the two components, e.g., GENI [24] or 

Chameleon [31] that provide the services of testbed controller, 

or OMF [25] and NEPI [26] that execute experiment workflows. 

Coordinated development of both components, like it is done 

with pos, offers significant benefits from a data management 

perspective compared to two separately developed components. 

As a testbed controller, pos has access to information such as the 

used hardware or the network topology collected via standard 

Linux tools such as lshw or lldpd. As a framework defining 

the experiment workflow, pos gathers additional data on the ex-

ecution of the experiment, such as the installed software or the 

parameters investigated during a specific measurement. In pos, 

data collection can be more comprehensive and fully automated. 

As an example, pos uses JSON a widely used data format to pro-

vide the collected information about the hardware, as reported 

by the lshw tool. 

C. Types of f Data in POS Experiment 

A typical example of a pos experiment can be found on 

GitHub [46]. It contains various files describing an experiment: 

• Scripts (defining the workflow of the experiment) 

• Configuration variables (global and local variables) 

• Measurement variables (loop variables) 

• Measurement data (results) 

• Environment (experiment metadata, hardware config) 

Pos experiments follow a well-defined experiment workflow 

separated into three phases (setup, task description and evalua-

tion). In the first phase, the experiment script initiates and pre-

pares the experiment execution. It is executed on the 

management host. Separate scripts configure the participating 

experiment nodes using global and node-specific (local) varia-

bles. The second phase consists of repeated execution of the task 

description script on all participating experiment nodes. Each 

run uses a specific set of loop variables to parameterize the exe-

cuted measurements. All the measurement data is collected in a 

folder created for a specific experiment workflow execution in-

cluding measurement data, used hardware or the start of the ex-

periments. The third phase evaluates the measured data from the 

result folder, typically using a plotting script additionally taking 

into account the loop variables used to create a specific measure-

ment. The data of the experiment workflow, i.e., the scripts, var-

iables, data and environment, can be used to create a bundle to 

be released for publication. This step can be automated with the 

structure we use for the experiment workflow. 

VII. RESEARCHER TOOLS FOR  METADATA MANAGEMENT  

A. Extending RO Crate for Experiment Description 

SLICES will adopt the RO [19] and RO-Crate [5. 6, 14] 

frameworks for packaging and managing experimental research 

products and documenting their evolution (provenance) to ben-

efit from the rich expertise of the RO-Crate Community.  

RO-Crate Specification Version 1.1 [6] allows packaging the 

following information/entities: metadata, workflows, software, 

models, data, publications, presentations, metadata, logs - all en-

tities can be local or linked. A resource is stored using RO-Crate 

directory with the following structure: 

<RO-Crate root-directory>/ 
  |  ro-crate-metadata.json # Metadata file MUST 
  |  ro-crate-preview.html  # RO-Crate website MAY 
  |  ro-crate-preview_files/  # MAY be present 
  |    | [other RO-Crate website files]) 
  |  [payload files and directories]  # 0 or more 

The metadata file uses the JSON format for Linked Data 

(JSON-LD) [40] and provides information about all entities in-

cluded in the RO-Crate. Although context attributes of the data 

entity can be used to document equipment or software used to 

create files, the description is limited to textual description and 

serial numbers. Provenance information is limited to Create-

Action and UpdateAction attributes of the data entity. 

SLICES will follow the formal RO-Crate procedure to create 

a new ROE-Crate profile/schema for Experimental RO that, in 

particular, would support all necessary information required for 

the full experiment description and reproducibility. 

B. Tools and Platforms for Infrastructure and Experiment 

Metadata Management 

SLICES will use Open Source Metadata Registries and 

metadata management tools to implement the initial metadata 

profiles for services and project outcomes defined by the 

SLICES-DS project. So far, we reviewed Apache Atlas [41], 

Amundsen [42], and OpenMetadata [43]. We will investigate the 

possibility and benefits of using the EOSC Metadata Schema and 

Crosswalk Registry (MSCR) [44] for managing infrastructure 

and experiment related metadata. All tools allow new metadata 

schemas in compliance with the schema.org and formats 

JSON/JASON-LD, RDF, Microdata, etc. It is important that 

metadata tools can interoperate with RO/ROE Crate tools. 



SLICES Experiment metadata tools should allow the extrac-

tion of metadata from the experiment description, including de-

ployment scripts (for example, shell scripts, Ansible playbooks, 

Terraform plans), workflow, processing and analytics. The ma-

jority of existing metadata extraction tools either extract built-in 

metadata, or search for metadata files in the code directory. For 

the particular case of experiment reproducibility, we need to ex-

tract metadata related to variables and operations in the experi-

mental data processing applications.  

The Software Heritage Deposit service and application [45], 

which is a product from the FAIRCOR4ESOC tools set, pro-

vides a good initial basis for extracting metadata from research 

software both generic and software specific [46], but needs to be 

extended with the functionality mentioned above. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 

This paper presents ongoing research and developments car-

ried out in SLICES-RI regarding the Data Management Infra-

structure for experimental research data and experiments repro-

ducibility. The paper presents an analysis of the data produced 

in SLICES experimental facilities and testbeds, analyses experi-

mental data lifecycles and proposes a multilayer DMI architec-

ture that includes data storage and access, data processing, ex-

perimental data collection, experiment management, and VRE.  

The important contribution of the paper is the detailed anal-

ysis of data required for experiment description, configuration, 

and execution. We also present the plain orchestration services 

that provides a platform for SLICES experiment automations 

and Experimental Research Reproducibility as a Service.  

Finally, we provide an analysis of the existing Open Source 

tools to support consistent data and metadata management in or-

der to support experimental research reproducibility and FAIR 

and Open Science compliance. The majority of selected tools are 

from the EOSC toolset that should ease the integration with the 

EOSC data management and sharing ecosystem. 
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